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ORing proudly announces A PLUS as a priority partner in the Spanish market. 

A PLUS with 20 years experience in the �eld of industrial computing and communication, and 

multi-regional presence o�er an extra edge to both manufacturer and customers.

As a most reliable partner for leading brand names, A PLUS expertise and approach to serve the 

market set the new standards which are the key element for success and growth.  

ORing o�ers the extended range of reliable and innovative Industrial grade Ethernet & 

Communication products. Joining hands with A PLUS will enable ORing to serve the market 

locally with leading and well reputed solution partner. 

A PLUS' continuous devotion and commitment to industrial automation �eld assured that it is the 

best choice ever for industrial level users for a wide spectrum of applications.

As considered by many brands as best partner, ORing has faith in A PLUS's competence to expand 

the business and provide extended customer & technical support services. The two sides will 

work closely together for providing right solution at customer’s doorstep. 

We appreciate you on choosing ORing and we are committed to providing more innovative, 

reliable and user-friendly solutions, together with A PLUS!
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Dear Customers,

ORing Industrial Networking Corp. is under processing with new Visual System for the 
purpose of keeping branding consistency and enhancing brand recognition. Therefore, we 
would like to inform you all that all of ORing’s product lines will feature a new look of Mylar, 
as we believe that this change will bring a total refreshing perception and attractive 
look-and-feel to our customers.

The last printed GuideBook of ORing products with the old Mylar design was released in 
May, 2010. All of ORing’s publications (in both printed and electronic forms of marketing 
tools) and products will feature exclusively the new Mylar design for all of ORing’s products 
starting from January 1, 2011. Meanwhile, ORing is updating all product pages of ORing’s 
website with the new Mylar design and expects to finish this project before the end of 2010.

By launching the new Mylar design, ORing products will be visually distinguished from other 
manufacturers’ products, effectively avoiding the similarity issue. The process of changing 
Mylar to new design will be finished before the end of 2010. Please be informed and thank 
you for your cooperation. If you have any concerns, please feel free to let us know.

Sincerely yours!

Serena Lin

Sales Director

ORing Industrial Networking Corp.


